
Mar� Chey�e
Communicate Authentically with IMPACT!

Key�ote topics
Ideal for keynotes, breakouts, webinars, or 
women’s network events.

Tell Your Inner Critic to SHUT UP!

Despite popular belief, people’s top fear is NOT 

public speaking. It’s  public JUDGMENT. Learn how 

to bypass your inner critic & break through to a new 

level of public speaking that will get you noticed & 

stand out in your organization & beyond. 

Own Your Stage Presence

Discover your stage presence & learn how to 

captivate your audience. Uncover how by 

understanding the neuroscience of the mind, you can 

learn to rock the stage at every presentation you give. 

Bring LIFE to Your Boring Presentation

Let’s face it – Most business presentations are dry 

& boring. Be honest, is yours?  This program will teach 

you how to say goodbye to bland & hello to LIFE.  

Discover how to immediately resuscitate your 

presentation back from the dead & have your 

audience wanting more.

“Mary made us think in a way we will never 
forget”
- Elizabeth Trendowski, Robson Forensic, Inc.

“Very engaging & interactive. I Iearned A LOT”
- Manisha Sharma, McGraw Hill

“You won’t forget it”
- Bil Lewis, Professor, TUFTs and Stanford University

Testimonials

Contact info
Mary Cheyne, CEO

Magnetic Podium, LLC

          mary@magneticpodium.com

         (617) 858-1466

         www.MagneticPodium.com

• Sun Life Financial

• McGraw Hill Construction

• Platts

• Lutheran Social Services

• Rapid 7

• Verisk Health

• MIT

• Jamal Latif Jameel Poverty               

    Action Lab

• Salve Regina University

• Society of Women Engineers

• Gibbs College

• NAAAP Boston 

Past clients include...

About Mar�
Mary Cheyne, MBA, has trained over 15,000 people 
in over 25 cities around the world and has coached 
hundreds of individuals on how to communicate 
clearly & authentically in front of audiences as well 
as in personal conversations. She also taught 
communications-related classes at Northeastern 
University in Boston for 7 years.

Mary is the author of the Amazon Best Selling book 
“Present” Yourself in Public Speaking – Tell Your Inner 
Critic to SHUT UP! And the Real You to SPEAK UP!

She is the 2009 World Championship of Public 
Speaking second place winner out of 25,000 
contestants from 14 countries. 

See Mary in action!
www.magneticpodium.com/videos/


